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Paul McCartney Really Is Dead: The Last Will and Testimony of George Harrison
MVD Visual
http://mvdb2b.com/b2b/

Rating: D- 

Okay… here goes… you will LOVE this…. In 2005 a mysterious package shows up at the
door of a company who makes DVDs… wow.. .that was lucky.  In the package – which the
guy at Highway 61 Entertainment actually HOLDS UP in the air and shows the British
stamps on the package – are two micro cassettes.  What ever could be on these tapes?  I’ll
bet that George Harrison, who was dead at the time, left instructions for someone to mail
them to this company a few years after his death because they would be the most
reputable place to break the amazing story…. That PAUL IS REALLY DEAD.   

That, is indeed, what was in the envelope.  Just a day or so after someone broke in
George’s  home and stabbed him George decided he better get the truth about what
happened to Paul on audio tape --- DAMN video would have worked soooooo much better –
but there was no home video in 2005.  Oh wait.  Well, the attacker made off with his
camcorder..maybe.  Anyhoo…. George tells the story of how Paul was killed and replaced
and for some reason feels compelled to go through all of the clues on Beatles songs and
albums that we already all knew about and had accepted as a hoax.  

George refers to as Paul as “Faul” standing for Fake Paul.  From here on out I am going to
refer to George on these tapes as “Forege.”  Forege goes on to inform us that John Lennon
was going to blow the whistle but was shot down before he could do so.  Also, Faul hooks
up with the stranger that was in Paul’s car the night of the accident.  Her name was Rita. 
The accident left her with one leg…. You can see where this is going.  Faul married her
years later.

Oh this must have been a fun movie to make but one that is also in very bad taste.  Is it
worth a peek?  Much the same way one can’t change the channel when they stumble upon
a drunken dude on Cops or two fat topless chicks slugging it out on Jerry Springer, the
answer is ‘yes.’ 

By Jeb Wright
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